
Legitimate Interest Assessment for European Podcasters

1. Purpose of Processing

● Objective: To scrape data related to European podcasters to analyze trends,
preferences, and behaviors that will enable targeted advertising, enhanced
marketing strategies, and industry growth.

● Benefits:
● Enhanced targeted advertising capabilities leading to increased revenue

from more effectively matched sponsorships and advertisements.
● Improved marketing strategies through a deeper understanding of listener

demographics and preferences.
● Industry growth by identifying underserved niches and potential areas for

expansion.

2. Necessity of Processing

● Data Types Collected: Includes demographic information, phone numbers, and
emails available on their public websites.

● Why It’s Necessary:
● Data scraping is necessary to accumulate sufficient data at scale to make

meaningful insights and decisions.
● Alternative methods (e.g., surveys, individual data sharing agreements)

may not provide the breadth or depth of data required for effective
analysis.

3. Balancing Test

● Podcasters' Interests:



● Concerns about privacy and the unauthorized use of personal or sensitive
data.

● Potential reluctance towards data sharing without direct compensation or
control over usage.

● Balancing Against Benefits:
● The proposed data scraping promises substantial benefits to the

podcasters through new opportunities for monetization and growth.
● Adequate safeguards (e.g., anonymization, data minimization) will be

implemented to protect podcaster data.
● Transparency and the option to opt-out will be provided to ensure

podcasters retain control over their data.

4. Safeguards and Mitigation Measures

● Data Minimization: Only data necessary for the specified analyses will be
collected.

● Anonymization and Pseudonymization: Where possible, data will be anonymized
or pseudonymized to protect personal identities.

● Security Measures: Robust cybersecurity measures will be implemented to
protect data from unauthorized access or breaches.

● Transparency: Podcasters will be informed about the data collection methods,
purpose, and how they can opt-out if they choose.

5. Conclusion

● Based on this assessment, scraping data from European podcasters is justified
by legitimate interests under the GDPR. The potential benefits to podcasters and
the industry as a whole outweigh the risks, provided that strong safeguards are
maintained. Continuous monitoring and adjustment of the data processing
practices will ensure ongoing compliance and protection of interests.
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